Social Skills For Teens: The Teaching Guide For Smile & Succeed For Teens
Synopsis

Social Skills for Teens is The Teaching Guide for the award-winning book Smile & Succeed for Teens: Must-Know People Skills for Today’s Wired World. This information-packed guide is created by teachers as a supplement to the book to help you teach a fun and effective life skills and career skills curriculum for teens and...there’s more! It’s short and fun. Perfect for CTE (career and technical education), social skills, DECA, transition, school to work teachers, home school, and youth groups. This Teaching Guide is also popular with special education teachers teaching students with special needs and autism. Harvard University says Social Skills are the Top Factor for Getting a Job— ARE YOUR STUDENTS PREPARED? When you use this Teaching Guide along with the book Smile & Succeed for Teens you will learn how to: Easily and successfully help your students apply the techniques in Smile & Succeed for Teens. Assist your students in improving critical communication skills for success in school, work, and life. Guide your students as they prepare for a job and help them get a positive head start in their career. Help students who have jobs or volunteer to quickly improve customer service and increase sales or donations. Help you effectively teach the 21st Century Skills in the book Smile & Succeed for Teens. Created By Teachers to Help Teens Succeed! For Grades 6-12

Inside this supportive book you will also find indispensable tips, proven techniques, and “must-do-now” strategies. This valuable teaching guide generates immediate results for success in school, life and work. In no time, you will be helping teens master priceless social skills, prepare for a job and get a head start in a career. This is the perfect asset for those who want to help teens who are looking for a job, working, starting their own business, volunteering or applying to college. You will teach them to make a powerful first impression that will positively impact their future for years to come! For Classroom Use and MORE

Are you using Smile & Succeed for Teens to teach teens outside a classroom? Good news! This Teaching Guide is also an ideal church and youth groups (scouting, etc.) tool and can be used powerfully for nonprofits, businesses employing teens, and more. Short, quick and easy to use and implement, just like the book Smile & Succeed for Teens. The lessons in the Teaching Guide are flexible and can be assigned daily, semiweekly, weekly or whenever there is available time in the classroom. Packed inside, you will find all you need to ensure that your students succeed in school, work, and life with this essential life and career skills curriculum for teens! Table of Contents
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Purchase this Teaching Guide today to give teens a huge head start for success in school, work, and life!
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Customer Reviews

The Smile & Succeed for Teens Teaching Guide is a valuable resource for anyone using the book. It contains eighteen varied exercises that can be used in many ways. Parents, teachers, youth group leaders, anyone working with teens or pre-teens on social skills/job skills/confidence building will find activities that support/extend/enhance the already valuable information found in the text of Smile & Succeed for Teens. Large groups, small groups, and one-on-one instruction is possible with all eighteen activities. The guide is very well organized and easy to use. The Table of Contents contains a thumbnail description of each activity and identifies the corresponding chapter(s) from the book. Each activity has an objective and detailed directions. All necessary Student and Teacher Resources are listed below the directions and are located in an Appendix of Reproducible Worksheets. All the work has been done for you! And there is something for everyone: from simply practicing phone etiquette to completing a service learning project, this activity guide has it all. Bonus: Excellent quality in the guidebook itself...substantial cover and high quality paper.
Great product with excellent advice and strategies.

Thank you!

Rip off! Don’t waist your money. These aren’t plans as much as they are general thoughts.
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